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Topic 1: Financial Market Infrastructures 
 
 
 
Introductory presentation – Garry Jones 
Interactive discussion: Question 1 – Howard Wetston  
 
Question 1  
 
From a policy and regulatory perspective, what are the key issues and concerns  
surrounding exchange mergers?  What are the policy and regulatory implications  
of exchange mergers?  Do regulators have the right tools to regulate new, larger  
and more integrated structures?  
 
(3-4 minutes) 
 
 
 
Focus of speaking notes: 
 
• Transactions are complex and require extensive review by regulatory 


authorities. 
 
• Analyzing the transaction requires examination of the “public interest” which 


is guided by statutory mandates. 
 
• Analysis and regulatory review is tied to market structure and particulars of 


the transaction. 
 
• Regulators must ensure have appropriate and complete tool kit to regulate the 


resulting structure to ensure quality markets. 
 
 
SPEAKING NOTES 
 
Robust regulatory oversight of exchanges is an important responsibility.  It is reflected 
internationally by IOSCO in its Principles of Securities Regulation and in CPSS-
IOSCO’s recently published Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures. 
 
Within this context, there have been numerous announcements of proposed 
transactions involving infrastructure mergers and acquisitions.  Each are different.  
 
• Exchange/clearing agency combinations which results in a vertical model – this is 


what we are facing in Canada. 
 
• Large exchange groups proposing to merge with other large exchange groups, 
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which may or may not be vertically integrated. 
 
• Consolidation of exchanges and ATSs – which results in less choice for trading and 


possible impacts on competition and fragmentation. 
 
In Canada, what we are facing is a purchase of the stock exchange by major capital 
market players – predominantly banks and pension funds.  The intention is to purchase 
the exchange’s biggest competitor and the national clearing agency and depository for 
the cash market.  The result would be a vertically integrated organization that owns the 
senior stock exchange, the junior stock exchange, and the clearing agencies for 
equities, fixed income and derivatives. 
 
The proposals differ across jurisdictions, but what they have in common is that they all 
involve significant market infrastructure entities and the potential changes raise 
fundamental and complex issues.  
 
The proposals require analysis of what is appropriate in a particular jurisdiction based 
on the structure of that jurisdiction and the type of players in its market.  All are subject 
to review by the securities regulators and in some cases, by the anti-trust authorities. 
 
The anti-trust authorities have a very different mandate from the securities regulators.  I 
know this from first hand experience.  These authorities have a different role in these 
transactions – looking at tests relating to a substantial lessening of competition, among 
other considerations. 
 
Securities regulators have a different mandate and role.  We are not blocking 
transactions.  We are considering the transactions and assessing the implications to our 
capital market and the necessary regulatory response to determine whether the 
resulting structure and operations of the entity is in, or depending on the jurisdiction, not 
contrary to, the public interest. 
 
The public interest is admittedly a vague standard.  It depends on the role of the 
securities regulator - which is defined by the legislation that guides our work. 
 
In Ontario, our statutory mandate captures:  
• Protection of investors 
• Fair and efficient capital markets 
• Confidence in those markets 
• And implicitly, reduction of systemic risk. 
 
To determine if the transaction is in the public interest, the transaction needs to be 
examined in the context of the market structure in the particular jurisdiction.  
 
For example, the approach to the analysis and the need for and extent of the regulatory 
framework is very much tied to the structure of the particular market: 
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• Whether there is competition between marketplaces or clearing agencies. 
 
• Whether there is a vertically integrated or horizontally integrated model. 
 
Some key criteria that should also be considered include: 
 
• Governance – which includes appropriate representation of stakeholders and the 


management of conflicts of interest 
 
• Fair access 
 
• Fees 
 
• Risk management – which is relevant for clearing agencies 
 
There are other important issues that need to be evaluated. They include: 
 
• The concentration of ownership in the market 
 
• The impact of moving the market to a vertically integrated model, and 
 
• If the transaction is across borders, the regulatory authority that is maintained by the 


local jurisdiction. 
  
In the context of the transactions involving market infrastructure entities – part of 
determining if the transaction is in the public interest is determining if the regulators 
have the tools to manage or address the issues that I have raised – fair access, 
conflicts, fees, etc.  
 
In addition, consideration needs to be given as to whether the regulator maintains its 
oversight ability and authority over the resultant entity. 
 
Each regulator must look at its own tool-kit and determine if it can appropriately regulate 
these entities.  As I said before, what this looks like very much depends on the market 
and its structure. 
 
At the OSC – we think we have those tools – the authority, the resources, the 
competence and the knowledge of the market.  All of these are critical, and we are 
taking steps to enshrine these tools through our strategic plan.  
 
What we are learning through our process is that these structures need to be subject to 
enhanced oversight – increased reporting, increased communication and discussion, 
more terms and conditions relating to integration, outsourcing, fees and incentives and 
where a monopoly is becoming a for-profit entity, fee regulation.  
 
It is critical to get this right and ensure that whatever authorization or recognition or 
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licensing is granted, it is flexible to enable the regime to change as circumstances 
evolve. 
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Topic 4: Development of Institutional Investors and 
Regulation of Private Equities and Hedge Funds 


 
 
 
Introductory presentation – Song Liping 
Interactive discussion: Question 1 – Fernando Restoy and Howard Wetston 
 
Question 1 
 
As the capital markets in mainland China become more developed, different investment 
opportunities and strategies, such as hedge funds and private equities, will become 
available.  While the hedge fund sector offers the advantage of a larger range of product 
choices to investors, and the trading activities of hedge funds may add to market 
liquidity, there are concerns in the global marketplace about the impact of hedge fund 
participation on financial stability risk.  How are regulators responding to the regulation 
of hedge funds?  What are the lessons that the Mainland could learn from the more 
developed markets? 
 
(3-4 minutes each) 
 
 
SPEAKING NOTES 
 
Regulation of hedge funds 
 
The financial crisis has focused attention on systemic risk and financial stability.  While 
hedge funds may have been caught up in the financial crisis, they didn't cause it.  There 
is no conclusive evidence to suggest that hedge funds pose any systemic risk. 
 
However, there are some features of hedge funds that can lead to concerns about their 
potential to create or, at least, propagate, systemic risk.  These features include:  
 
1) the ability to take on leverage via borrowing and/or derivative transactions 
 
2) a wide array of interconnections including prime broker arrangements and other 


counterparties (e.g. the counterparty to bilateral derivative contracts) 
 
3) an active trading role, and 
 
4) the ability to concentrate their assets in a relatively small group of investments. 


 
The size of the global hedge fund market has grown significantly over the past decade. 
By March 2012, assets under management (AUM) were US $2.13 trillion.  Given its 
size, it is reasonable to expect that hedge funds can have a significant impact on other 
financial sector players (e.g. prime brokers, dealers, banks, insurance companies who 
are counterparties to hedge funds).  
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While hedge funds have a significant presence in the global marketplace, Canadian 
hedge funds are relatively small.  Based on a 2010 IOSCO coordinated survey, the 
funds’ total assets under management was less than 2% of the total Canadian mutual 
fund assets and represented less than 1% of the global hedge fund industry.  The 
survey also indicated that Canadian hedge funds do not employ high level of leverage 
or complex trading strategies. 
 
That being said, consistent with international standards, Canada has a regulatory 
framework for oversight of hedge fund managers.  
 
We have a national rule (NI 31-103 Registration Requirements), which came into force 
in September 2009, that requires the registration of investment fund managers, 
including hedge fund managers. 
 
A hedge fund manager directs the business, operations or affairs of a hedge fund.  As 
registrants, hedge fund managers are subject to our oversight.  They must comply with 
the rules and on-going regulatory requirements, which include, for example, establishing 
an effective compliance system, managing conflicts, maintaining adequate working 
capital and insurance, and keeping adequate books and records.  
 
In addition to the requirements that are imposed on the industry by the regulators, the 
hedge fund industry itself has also undertaken certain initiatives to provide guidance in 
the areas of risk management practices and disclosure.  This is a positive direction for 
the hedge fund industry. 
 
Data collection by regulators to monitor the hedge fund industry 
 
It is important for regulators to continue to increase their knowledge of hedge funds and 
their activities.  Regulators have taken steps to increase their collection of information 
on hedge funds by either conducting surveys of hedge fund managers or requiring the 
periodic reporting of information.  
 
Canadian regulators participated in the 2010 IOSCO coordinated survey.  This was a 
data-gathering initiative to collect information from hedge fund managers to assist in 
assessing the systemic risks that hedge funds may pose.   
 
We will participate in the second IOSCO survey that will be conducted in the fall of 
2012.  The second survey will include a larger sample size and it is expected to provide 
more information about the global hedge fund industry.  
 
Beginning in June 2012, the SEC will require the filing of an annual form that will be 
used to collect data on many aspects of the hedge funds such as size, leverage, 
liquidity, investment strategy, counterparty risk, exposure and concentration.  The data 
will assist in assessing and monitoring for potential systematic risk.  
 
The UK FSA has also undertaken to survey managers of hedge funds on a periodic 
basis to monitor trends in hedge funds as they relate to systematic risk.  They support a 
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coordinated data collection approach.   
 
Lessons China could learn from more development markets 
 
One important lesson that we could all learn from recent experience is that it is 
important to remain aware of how financial markets, whether it be hedge funds, OTC 
derivatives or other areas, are developing.   
 
During the financial crisis, developed markets learned how challenging it could be to 
understand markets in the midst of financial stress.  This experience led to IOSCO's 
adoption of new Principles 6 and 7 two years ago. 
 
• Principal 6:  The Regulator should have or contribute to a process to monitor, 


mitigate and manage systemic risk, appropriate to its mandate. 
 
• Principal 7: The Regulator should have or contribute to a process to review the 


perimeter of regulation regularly. 
 
As regulators, we must remain cognizant of the changing financial sector and 
proactively address emerging risks that may threaten the safety and confidence of our 
financial markets. 
 
It is important for regulators to work together to monitor risks on a global basis and to 
increase their knowledge of hedge funds and their activities.  This is evident in the 
collaborative work undertaken by IOSCO, particularly the collection of information from 
the hedge fund managers via the coordinated survey. 
 
Hedge funds are liquidity providers in the markets they are active in.  They also 
contribute to the efficient allocation of capital and portfolio diversification.  From an 
investor’s perspective, hedge funds offer a variety of investment strategies. 
 
However, hedge funds may not be an appropriate investment for everyone and 
regulators should be aware of the state of their industry. 
 
In terms of hedge fund regulation, we believe that regulators should take a pragmatic 
and balanced approach.   
 
In the past, hedge funds were not subject to registration and oversight in many 
jurisdictions.  Regulators have addressed this by either requiring registration of the 
investment advisers or the hedge fund managers or both.  Regulators have also 
increased the collection of information on hedge funds for the purpose of understanding 
and monitoring their activities and trends.  
 
This increased knowledge and information will assist regulators in the development of 
appropriate regulation for the hedge fund industry. 
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Topic 3: Regulation of OTC Derivatives 
 
 
 
Introductory presentation – Howard Wetston (first speaker) and Fernando Restoy 
 
The OTC derivatives regulatory regime in most jurisdictions is likely to have a 
degree of extra-territoriality.  This is somewhat inevitable because of the global 
nature of the OTC derivatives market.  Mutual recognition of CCPs is one solution 
to address extraterritorial issues in relation to the mandatory clearing 
requirement.  Another solution is to develop common standards for mandatory 
clearing requirements and cooperative regulatory oversight and information 
sharing agreements to facilitate recognition of CCPs.  How do you see the 
different regulatory views around the world would eventually converge on this 
very important issue? 
 
(5-6 minutes each) 
 
 
SPEAKING NOTES 
 
Introduction 
 
The G-20 has committed to reduce risks to the global financial system by having all 
standardized OTC derivatives contracts cleared by central counterparties by the end of 
2012. The use of CCPs with proper risk management controls reduces systemic risk by 
centralizing counterparty risk – thereby making its management more uniform and 
transparent – and by lowering system-wide exposures to counterparty risk through 
multilateral netting and risk mutualization.   
 
International regulatory reforms to increase the clearing of OTC derivatives are 
contributing to the development of global CCPs that are, or will become, critically 
important market infrastructure to multiple jurisdictions.  In addition to a CCPs home 
country regulator(s), authorities from jurisdictions whose market participants utilize a 
CCP or where a CCP offers products linked to a foreign jurisdiction, will have a crucial 
interest in that CCPs operations particularly in a crisis situation.   
 
Due to the international nature of many large CCPs a globally coordinated approach to 
oversight is essential.  Effective oversight can only be achieved with broad supervision 
that takes into account how a CCP affects and is affected by its various jurisdictional 
participants. 
 
The recently published CPSS – IOSCO Principles for Financial Market Infrastructure 
(PFMIs) are a key step forward in this regard.  The Principles set international standards 
which require CCPs to meet stringent risk management standards and also provides the 
framework and road map for cooperative oversight arrangements.  Importantly, the 
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PFMIs call for each jurisdiction to adopt common standards on CCPs and this will 
increase harmonization and help to minimize any regulatory inconsistencies between 
jurisdictions. 
 
Approaches to cross-jurisdictional oversight 
 
The topic for discussion in this panel is the form international regulatory coordination 
should take and how to balance the need for jurisdictions to ensure that their domestic 
interests are being met by global CCPs without creating unnecessary or duplicative 
regulation. 
 
There are a wide range of models for oversight of financial market infrastructures 
operating in multiple jurisdictions that can be distinguished based on the level of 
deference afforded to the home country regulator. 
 
Local oversight approach 
 
At one end of the spectrum, every market regulator in the world could require global 
CCPs to go through full recognition processes and ongoing oversight in each of their 
jurisdictions.  This would address the individual oversight responsibilities of each 
jurisdiction and ensure that each jurisdiction’s interests are adequately represented.    
However, this approach would arguably be overly burdensome on the handful of OTC 
global CCPs and would likely result in overlaps and the possibility of conflicting 
legislation.  
 
Adherence by jurisdictions to internationally agreed upon standards such as the PMFIs 
could mitigate these effects somewhat if requirements on global CCPs were 
harmonized.  However, due to the potential number of jurisdictions involved it is not 
optimal to have this level of oversight.   
 
Mutual recognition  
 
On the other hand the most deferential system is that of mutual recognition.  Mutual 
recognition involves a foreign jurisdiction recognizing the adequacy of a CCPs home 
regulation and permitting the CCP to operate within its borders without complying with 
local regulations.  This typically requires reciprocity for the foreign jurisdiction’s own 
market infrastructures from the home regulator.  This option is the least cumbersome for 
global CCPs as all non-home regulators would defer oversight to the home regulator of 
the CCP.  
 
There are various terms used to describe this general model including “reliance”, 
“equivalence” and “substituted compliance”.  However, in reality these terms may be 
more similar than different.  The differences are around the edge of what requirements 
would still be applicable from a third party country regulator to a CCP in a home 
regulator jurisdiction. 
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A recent example of an approach to mutual recognition is the EU Regulation with 
respect to the use of credit ratings issued from rating agencies located in non-European 
countries.  The regulation permits the use of these ratings within the EU provided that 
the credit rating agency established in the third country is authorized or registered, and 
is subject to supervision, in that third country.  The EU must also confirm that the 
standards of regulation in the non-European country are "equivalent" to the EU 
Regulation and an appropriate cooperation agreement must be in place. (Note that 
there is a distinction to be made between the importance of a credit rating versus a 
systemically important CCP) 
 
Issues relating to mutual recognition 
 
The problem with mutual recognition is that local market regulators must have and 
retain the authority to act to protect their local markets and market participants.  The 
G20 commitments require participants in those markets where local CCPs do not exist 
to use global infrastructure. This creates a very problematic scenario if the market 
regulators in those same jurisdictions are then asked to delegate oversight of their 
markets to a foreign regulator.   
 
It is possible that in many jurisdictions, market regulators may not have the statutory 
authority to completely delegate such important fundamental market oversight to other 
regulators outside of their jurisdictions. Therefore, full mutual recognition in this vital 
regulatory space is not a viable option.   
 
Most of the market regulators in the world whose market participants’ transactions are 
cleared at global CCPs will require agreements with the home market regulators of the 
global CCPs to enable them to carry out their statutory duties in their local jurisdiction. 
Foreign regulators cannot be relied upon to oversee all local interests.  
 
There are a number of reasons why regulatory authorities in different jurisdictions may 
have a local interest in a cross-border CCP that would differ from the home regulators 
interests.   
 
For example, the CCP may have systemic significance outside of its jurisdiction of 
establishment or its home regulatory jurisdiction because of:  
 


• direct foreign participants 
• indirect foreign participants 
• implications for major foreign currencies or reference entities underlying 


derivatives contracts processed by the CCP, or 
• direct implications for the financial stability of foreign financial markets served by 


the CCP. 
 
An example of a situation that may be of potential systemic significance to a local 
jurisdiction could be a default of a major participant that, while not effecting the safety 
and soundness of the CCP, would represent a significant local interest to a particular 
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jurisdiction (e.g. Royal Bank of Canada going into default). 
 
Proposed hybrid model  
 
Accordingly, a third option needs to be considered. A combination of mutual recognition 
for day to day oversight combined with cooperative oversight agreements including 
information sharing. This will involve CCPs having to bring recognition applications in all 
interested jurisdictions.  
 
However, as day-to-day oversight would be delegated to the home jurisdiction, once the 
initial application burden is passed, it should not be overly burdensome on the CCPs 
themselves. In a crisis scenario, there may be local regulator involvement but that will 
be dealt with through the cooperative arrangements with the home regulator and the 
recognition conditions with the CCP. 
 
How would the cooperative process work? 
 
The CPSS-IOSCO Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMIs) in 
Responsibility E (cooperation with other authorities) includes a roadmap to 
implementing this approach.  
 
An actual or proposed operation of a cross-border CCP in an authority’s jurisdiction 
should trigger cooperation among authorities which commences with the home country 
regulator informing other relevant authorities that they may have an interest in the CCP 
following the PFMIs.   
 
Efficient and effective cooperative arrangements between authorities should be put in 
place for normal operating circumstances with sufficient flexibility for crisis situations 
with respective roles and requirements of the home country regulator and any third 
country regulator clearly defined.   
 
These agreements should be done through formal arrangements - bilateral or 
multilateral MOUs, protocols, etc. The cooperation models could range from information 
sharing on an informal basis to a more formal supervisory group that may interact 
regularly.   
 
Standard setters and individual regulators are turning their attention to what a 
cooperative oversight arrangement would look like.  The UK FSA, for example, has put 
together a draft cooperative oversight arrangement for LCH and is considering what 
type of information and access would be needed by different regulators and 
participants.   
 
 





		Proposed hybrid model
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Topic 2: Investor Protection and Market Integrity 
 
 
 
Introductory presentation – Michael Evans and Wu Xiaoling 
Interactive discussion: Question 5 – Howard Wetston 
 
Question 5 
 
With the evolution of trading and technology, including the increased use of algorithmic 
and high frequency trading, there are new challenges for market surveillance.  For 
example, the volume of order traffic has increased substantially and new forms or 
variations of market abuse may have developed.  Do you think the existing market 
surveillance tools and processes are capable of coping with the changes?  What new or 
additional surveillance tools and processes would regulators need? 
 
(3-4 minutes) 
 
 
SPEAKING NOTES 
 
Market surveillance 
 
The performance of market surveillance has become increasing complex.  Regulators 
not only have to deal with high frequency trading and algorithms, but multiple markets 
trading the same securities and cross-asset trading. 
 
The world is also getting smaller as more and more products are being traded across 
borders and as a result, market surveillance is complicated. 
 
In the context of its report on the impact of technological changes on market integrity 
and efficiency, IOSCO has recommended that market authorities monitor markets for 
new forms of abuse and make sure that their systems and rules keep up. 
  
This means that regulators need to constantly update their regulatory requirements to 
ensure that their requirements are clear and capture new behaviour that could 
constitute abuse.  For example, regulators should clarify rules or guidance related to 
market abuse, consider requirements related to “fair and orderly trading”, or more 
responsibility placed on those that trade using algorithms. 
 
Where they use automated systems to monitor trading, there needs to be a constant 
review of alerts, parameters and reports.  The systems need to be robust, scalable and 
able to adjust quickly to changing markets. 
 
As markets and trading change, regulators need to stay on top of these changes and 
ensure that they have the right tools to manage them.  The way they do so may differ. 
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In my view, at minimum, regulators, whether SROs, exchanges or statutory regulators, 
must have electronic monitoring of trading on a particular market – and in most 
jurisdictions, this is being done at the exchange level. 
 
The question is whether single-market monitoring is enough. 
 
Regulators, depending on the sophistication of the market, and again its structure and 
regulatory requirements, need to determine if it is necessary to monitor all trading that 
occurs across multiple marketplaces – either multiple marketplaces within a particular 
jurisdiction or across borders.  
 
It is my view that the best and most effective way to monitor in today’s environment is to 
monitor trading in real-time across multiple marketplaces.  This is our approach in 
Canada.  
 
Some background – in Canada, we introduced a framework for competition in trading in 
2001.  Today, we have 12 equity marketplaces operating and trading the same 
securities.  In May 2010, IIROC, the Canadian SRO that oversees trading on all equity 
marketplaces, introduced its surveillance system STEP.  
 
The system brings together orders and trades in real-time from all 12 marketplaces and 
creates a consolidated book.  This system enables IIROC to monitor trading across all 
equity markets and run alerts and post-trade reports on a consolidated order book. 
Australia and a few other regulators are using a similar system. 
 
We do not currently monitor across multiple asset classes – for example, trading in 
equity options and their underlying securities.  
 
However, we have requirements relating to cooperation between those that monitor 
derivatives and equity trading.  As required by the IOSCO standards, we need to 
continually evaluate this type of arrangement to make sure that the coordination and 
communication between regulators is sufficient and, if not, to determine whether 
systems need to be built that can monitor and identify abusive patterns in both markets. 
 
There is concern that the growth of unregulated OTC derivatives markets may provide 
market participants increased opportunities for market misconduct.  Specifically, market 
participants may attempt to manipulate the prices of securities or derivatives in one 
market to affect the price of the underlying assets in other markets or the value of a 
derivatives position.   
 
In order to identify manipulative schemes involving multiple markets and various 
participants, it is necessary to have a view of the various markets and to understand the 
inter-connectivity between markets.  An important priority is the development of a 
comprehensive surveillance system which supplements current market surveillance with 
OTC derivatives surveillance, and includes cross-product and cross-market analysis. 
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The cross-border issue is an interesting and complicated one – and I think that over the 
last number of years, regulators have been entering into bilateral compliance and 
enforcement MOUs that would enable them to share information about potential market 
abuses.  
 
I know that in Canada, we are drawing more and more on these arrangements to 
coordinate and talk to other regulators regarding potential issues that may arise. 
 
It is important to emphasize that “one size does not fit all” – the response by a regulator 
to challenges associated with market surveillance differs depending on the market, its 
structure and its regulatory framework.  
 
The key is for regulators to continue to monitor and be aware of the changes, to adapt 
quickly and to have resources and tools to ensure market quality and integrity. 





